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Hers Girl
From red
blood sucker to
red carpet.

What’s the most physically
challenging thing you’ve
done on set?

In Season 4, when I was a mixed
martial arts fighter, we did a bunch
of our own stunts, which meant
punching, kicking, a lot of running, and landing hard on the floor.
The whole fight was 2½ minutes,
but it got cut down to a minute or
so. It was an intense workout!

How do you prepare
for scenes like that?

Three or four times a week I try
to do both cardio, to burn fat, and
Pilates, to tone up. Sometimes I’ll go
for runs with my husband, though
he’s a lot quicker than I am. And I
love Pilates because my trainer is
constantly switching up my routine;
I never know what to expect. She
helps me work hard—I’m usually
sore walking out of my session.

What’s your
favorite exercise?

It’s not just an exercise, but I’ve
always enjoyed baseball, and I love
going to the batting cages. I’ll stay
in there between 45 minutes and
an hour. It’s a great arm and core
workout. And I’m proud to say
I can hit a 70 mph pitch. I don’t
think many ladies can say that!
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preps for such a physically
challenging role—and why
even a TV vampire deserves a
big juicy burger after a wrap
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How important is staying fit
for your role on True Blood?

When you’re an actor, you have to be
in shape year-round. Sometimes I’m
on hiatus, but as soon as that’s over,
I’m like, “Oh, wait, I have to have a
six-pack right now!” And on this show,
you never know when you’re going to
have to take your clothes off.

Well, for starters, I have to remind
myself that the fun-size Snickers are
for the crew, not us! Now that my character is a vampire, we shoot very early
in the morning, so I try to avoid having
anything heavy like steak or chicken
for dinner the night before. Instead I
stick to chopped salads, yogurt, and
granola bars. When we aren’t shooting,
my cheat meal is an In-N-Out burger.

What do you love about
your character Tara?

I love that Tara is constantly growing
and evolving in her own right. She’s
become the thing she hates most—a
vampire—and has to change her views
on herself. Tara is a very vulnerable woman, and it’s great to finally
let her fences come down and allow
love into her life. Playing a character
with so many notes has challenged
me, but I believe I do her justice!
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Do you find it difficult to eat
well while you’re filming?

